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HOUSING SOCIETIES REPEAL BILL 2005 
Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Minister for Housing and Works) [2.37 pm]:  I rise in response to matters 
that have been put on the public record by the members for Murray and Dawesville.  I thank them both for their 
contributions to this debate and for supporting this legislation.  It is worthwhile referring briefly to the reasons 
for the introduction of this bill, as the members for Murray and Dawesville pointed out.  I refer to why this bill 
has been introduced and why only two housing societies are left in Western Australia. 

The member for Dawesville pointed out that during his initial term as a member of Parliament there were four 
housing societies in WA: the University Building Society, the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia 
building society, the Western Homebuyers Building Society and the premier housing society.  All those societies 
amalgamated their operations under the one scheme known as the Western Homebuyers Building Society.  The 
Westland Building Society is the other remaining outstanding housing society.  Members must remember why 
they had to amalgamate and why so many have folded.  There was a time when there were approximately 600 
housing societies in Western Australia with more than 30 000 members.   Two are left that have on-book 
outstanding home loans of just 520 members.  Members must realise that that has occurred because of the 
banking deregulation in 1986, when the market for housing loans was thrown wide open.  As members know, the 
home loan lending marketplace today is very aggressive. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  Can you turn up the volume on your microphone or something?  The level of conversation in 
the chamber is actually fairly low. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  That is your backbenchers, minister. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  I say to the member for Dawesville that it is probably a combination of this microphone and 
my colleagues behind me.  There is a residual hum in the background.  However, I will speak up a bit. 

The SPEAKER:  That is because the members on the minister’s side are so happy. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  They are.  Thank you, Mr Speaker.  You are quite right.  The members are all happy, and 
there is a residual hum of happiness behind me. 

Mr G. Snook:  Happily little Vegemites. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  That is exactly right.  The economy is going well; the government is going well.  Why 
would we not be happy?  Anyway, I think the microphone is now working.  I will continue on and deal with the 
issue.   

It is a very aggressive marketplace for home loans at the moment.  We must remember what housing societies 
are.  Housing societies were established primarily by cooperative-type organisations.  The Trades and Labor 
Council had one; the carpenters’ society had a housing society.  I know that the printing union also had a housing 
society.  They were mainly established by cooperative-style groups to lend money to low-income earners.  That 
is basically the concept behind housing societies.  They acquired the money to lend by getting a cheap source of 
funding.  That cheap funding came from two sources.  One was the Department of Housing and Works through 
the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement.  Money was lent by the State Housing Commission to these 
housing societies at a very low interest rate.  The other source was the private sector.  Moneys were borrowed 
from the private sector, and the government stood as guarantor for that money, and also stood as guarantor for 
the mortgages that were provided by the housing societies, should those mortgages fail.  That provided a very 
similar system to the one we have today under Keystart.  In the normal situation, when a person borrows from a 
private bank, that person would have to get insurance to indemnify the loan.  With Keystart, because the 
government stands behind the loan, any home buyer who gets a loan from Keystart does not have to provide 
insurance for his mortgage.  Of course, that is a saving when a person is trying to buy his own home.  That was 
the similar provision that was provided to the housing societies by the government.  They are two forms of 
benefit that the housing societies got directly from the government.  One was a discounted interest rate on a loan 
from the State Housing Commission, and that money was sourced under the Commonwealth-State Housing 
Agreement.  The other was when the government stood as guarantor for the loan from the private sector, and also 
stood as guarantor and indemnified the mortgages that were given by those societies.  When we are talking about 
the distribution of funds, that must be taken into consideration, because the government has provided a 
significant number of services and benefits to those societies.  That is the history.   

As I have pointed out, there are 520 on-book outstanding mortgages.  An amount of $7.1 million is left in 
reserves.  Basically two societies are left; that is, the Westland Housing Society and the Western Homebuyers 
Housing Society. 
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I will go through the questions that were asked by the member for Murray and the member for Dawesville 
specifically.  Firstly, the member for Dawesville asked: do the societies wish to be wound up?  The answer is 
yes, they do wish to be wound up.  He went on and asked what was the level of consultation on the agreement to 
wind up the societies.  All the societies were consulted about the legislation, particularly regarding the winding 
up of the societies, the assignment of loans to Keystart on the same conditions and the treatment of reserves.  
Knowing this, as members would be aware and as the member for Dawesville pointed out, Westland still decided 
to distribute some of those reserves.  The way in which it distributed those reserves was basically on the amount 
of the on-book loans that were outstanding.  The member for Dawesville indicated that if we took the total 
amount of funds and distributed it equitably across the 520 outstanding on-book home loan owners, the figure 
would effectively be $13 000.  However, that was not what was happening in practice.  That was not what 
Westland Housing Society was doing.  It was actually moving to distribute its funds based on the on-book 
outstanding amounts.  Therefore, it was not to be on an equitable basis, so the Department of Housing and 
Works had to intervene pretty quickly to stop that occurring. 

As I said in my opening remarks, we should go back to the reasons for the existence of the societies in the first 
place.  They were basically home loan providers coming out of cooperative-based societies. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  A bit like the housing loan of Bedford Falls.  Do you remember that one? 

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  Yes, I do.  The philosophy behind the societies themselves was one based on equality.  All 
the societies involved were cooperative-based societies, whether they were trade union societies or societies 
formed for the benefit of all the members themselves.  That must be borne in mind.  The department effectively 
followed that philosophy in the equitable distribution of the existing reserves.  I will come to that in a minute.  
However, I will deal with the other points that were made.  Firstly, do the societies wish to be wound up after the 
consultation that we had with them?  The answer is yes; they cannot survive.  They need to find a cheaper source 
of funds to be able to lend, in keeping with their constitution; that is, to lend at a low interest rate to low-income 
earners.  In finding the capital, they must get the money at a low interest rate, and that is impossible in the 
current situation, given the aggressive marketplace.  Plenty of other providers do exactly the same thing.  That is 
why they find it so hard to exist.  Do the societies wish to be wound up?  Yes.  Have they been consulted?  Yes, 
they were consulted on the legislation, and they were consulted on the process of the winding up. 

The third question asked was: has the government availed itself of the opportunity to take the money off the 
housing societies?  The answer is of course not.  This is not simply a grab for money.  As I have pointed out, this 
matter has been discussed with the societies themselves, and they have agreed to go down this path.   

The fifth question was: how did the $7.1 million come about?  I will come back to the distribution in a second.  
The $7.1 million came about in this fashion: firstly, as I have said, there were two sources of funding; that is, the 
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement and the loans from the private sector that were guaranteed by the state 
government.  It must be remembered that with a guarantee from the state government and with that form of 
housing loan that was underwritten by the State Housing Commission, it was effectively a fixed rate of interest.  
The member for Murray pointed out that in the 1980s interest rates reached 17.5 per cent, but not for those loans.  
When the housing society members paid out their loans early, as many did because the loans were not 
dramatically large, that money which was borrowed cheaply was invested at rates up to 17.5 per cent.  Therefore, 
the returns that the societies received from borrowing low and investing high were in turn reinvested, and over 
the years we have ended up with a surplus of $7.1 million.  We need to remember that it was not just those two 
societies.  In the 1980s there were a significant number of societies, and they were all doing the same thing.  
After they had slowly wound up their operations or amalgamated, we ended up with a total amount of 
$7.1 million.  That is where the money has come from.  Also, some lenders had paid off their home loan early, 
and that money was invested over that period of time. 

Mr M.J. Cowper:  That poses the question of why they did not propose this sort of legislation many years ago. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  The reason they did not propose this sort of legislation many years ago is that I do not think 
they saw themselves as going out of existence.  I remember two of them - the Trades and Labor Council of 
Western Australia Housing Society, and the one that was operating out of the office in which I used to work, 
which was run by the printers union.  They saw themselves as continuing on.  However, they then realised that 
the market was exploding with a series of different loans, and the margins were getting too small for them to be 
able to operate effectively, and they could not compete, so they folded their housing societies into other housing 
societies.  I remember that the printers folded their housing society into the energy housing society, or something 
along those lines, which had been set up by the employees of Western Power.  That society then folded its 
operations into another one, so there was a concertina effect over a number of years.  However, the funds 
accumulated nonetheless, until the total amount has now reached $7.1 million.   

The government is not using this bill as an opportunity to take this money off the housing societies.  The fact is 
that the housing societies cannot continue to operate as they have in the past, because the margins are too small, 
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and they cannot find sources of capital with such a low interest rate as would allow them to continue to lend to 
low-income earners.  Also, it is not appropriate that they continue to do so, because Keystart is now fulfilling the 
same role as the building societies were fulfilling, with the use of moneys from the Commonwealth-State 
Housing Agreement.  The government provides a significant number of home loans.  Nearly 55 000 loans are out 
at the moment to low-income earners in Western Australia, and the number is growing rapidly.  In order to be 
eligible for a loan people are required to prove that they do not earn more than a certain amount of money.  The 
same conditions apply to Keystart loans as applied to housing society loans.  We actually underwrite the 
mortgage so that the people to whom the loan is made do not need to obtain insurance for the money that they 
borrow.  Keystart has stepped into that role very successfully, because it can compete with the general mortgage 
lenders on the basis that it will lend at the normal market rate, but, because it is run by the government, the 
government will stand behind it.  Keystart is providing a very successful service to low-income earners.  The 
government has taken on the mantle of the building societies and has moved it forward, and the housing societies 
are happy about that because they can see how well it is working.  
The member for Murray suggested that if the moneys are returned, they should be put into consolidated revenue.  
As the member for Dawesville pointed out, under clause 13 of the bill, these payments will be put into a social 
housing account.  That social housing account will be administered by the State Housing Commission and will 
have the same purposes and philosophies as drove the constitution of the housing societies; that is, the social 
housing account will be applied only for the purpose of providing social housing partnerships.  To that end, we 
will be continuing to encourage people to move out of rental accommodation and into their own home by 
providing affordable home loans.  The last place that money should go is the consolidated fund, because once 
Treasury gets hold of it we can guarantee that we will never see it again!   
Mr M.J. Cowper:  I an glad you are on record as saying as much! 
Mr F.M. LOGAN:  I know what the member was talking about.  I know he meant that it should be used for the 
good purpose of providing cheap home loans.  However, he did refer to the consolidated fund.  As I have pointed 
out, that is the last place we would want to put that money, because we would not be able to get it out of 
consolidated revenue and use it for the purpose of providing affordable housing.  I think I have answered the 
member’s sixth point about the history of Keystart and how Keystart is continuing the valuable role of housing 
societies by providing loans to low-income earners.   
The member’s seventh point was how did the amount of $4 000 arise as the amount to be paid out.  There are 
520 people left on the roll as on-book lenders.  A payment of $4 000 will allow 71 borrowers to fully repay their 
loans.  Approximately 170 of the current loans have balances of between $4 000 and $20 000.  A payment of 
$4 000 will significantly reduce those loans.  The majority of the members have loan balances of between 
$20 000 and $40 000.  The question then is: how do we distribute those funds in an equitable manner to ensure 
that people do not get a windfall gain?  The member for Dawesville said there should be an equitable distribution 
between the 520 members who are left in the societies.  He is right.  The current legislation, and the constitution 
of the housing societies, provides that if the societies are wound up, the moneys should be distributed equitably 
among the membership.  That means that for some people their mortgage will drop by $13 000 from $40 000, 
but for other people their mortgage will be completely paid out, and they will walk away with $9 000.  I do not 
think that is fair and equitable.  The member for Dawesville said it is like lotto.  No, it is not.  People do not 
borrow money from a bank and if the bank goes belly-up end up with more money than they started out with, 
which is effectively what the member is suggesting.  That is not fair.  Under this bill, $4 000 will be paid to each 
member, and the remainder will go into the social housing account.  That will mean that for 71 people their loan 
will be paid out in full, so they will benefit significantly; for 170 people their loan will be reduced by $4 000; 
and for the remaining people with loans of between $20 000 and $40 000 their loan will also be reduced by 
$4 000.  That is seen as a fair and equitable way of dealing with the outstanding money which, as the member for 
Murray pointed out, is just over $2 million.  The remaining $5 million will go into a social housing account, 
which will be administered by the State Housing Commission fund and used for the same purposes for which the 
money was used when it was first accumulated.  The money will be used effectively and under the same 
philosophy that was used when the accounts were first set up.   

Mr M.J. Cowper:  How did you arrive at $4 000 as opposed to say $3 000 or $5 000?   

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  As a result of discussions with the societies and based on the amount of the loans.  Some 
loans are between $20 000 and $40 000.  Some of those left are $4 000 and will be completely paid out.  It is 
about balance so that people are dealt with equitably.  The societies’ philosophies, which cannot be ignored, will 
continue to be used.  We must consider why the lenders existed in the first place and whether the money will be 
used for the same reasons that resulted in the societies being created.  The money will be used for the purposes 
for which it was generated.   

The member for Murray’s eighth point referred to people who had recently joined the societies.  Any people who 
have borrowed money over the years through housing societies have borrowed from Keystart.  Effectively, the 
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housing societies have acted as brokers for Keystart, because the money they have lent has come from Keystart.  
The housing societies have been acting on the behalf of Keystart.  They have not been lending the money 
themselves.  Obviously, they are trying to shrink their exposure.   

The member also asked whether there has been a prior distribution of funds.  With the exception of the 
organisation to which the member referred earlier, Westland Housing Society, which began to distribute its funds 
based on on-book amounts, there has been no distribution of funds.  That only went up to $5 000, but it was 
based on on-book amounts and a percentage of the on-book loan.  The Department of Housing and Works 
stepped in and stopped that to ensure an equitable distribution of funds.  Apart from that, has there been any 
distribution of funds?  The answer is no.   

I think I have answered most of the questions asked by the member for Dawesville when answering the member 
for Murray’s questions.  Another point made by the member for Dawesville is that instead of putting the 
$5 million into a social housing account, which could disappear into the ether - that will not happen because it 
will be used for the same purposes as it was created; that is, providing affordable loans to low-income earners - it 
should be used for something practical such as duress alarms in seniors’ accommodation and units.  I repeat: the 
money has been derived from housing societies for the provision of affordable home loans for low-income 
earners and it should be used for that purpose; hence the reason for the establishment of the social housing 
account.  It will be managed and administered by the State Housing Commission which, effectively, is a provider 
of social housing through government housing or through Keystart and Landstart, which provides affordable 
housing for those on low incomes.  That will continue.  That is the reason for the existence of the State Housing 
Commission.  It will administer the funds so that they will not be used for other purposes or fritted away in the 
way suggested by the member for Dawesville.  I hope that I have assured the members for Murray and 
Dawesville of the government’s intention in administering the money after the societies wind up.  I hope I have 
provided the reasons that the societies have chosen to wind up.  What the government is doing is in the best 
interests of the societies, the lenders and, ultimately, the low-income earners of Western Australia who will 
continue to be able to access affordable homes through structures such as Keystart.  I commend the bill to the 
house.  

Question put and passed.   

Bill read a second time.   

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr F.M. Logan (Minister for Housing and Works), and transmitted to the 
Council.   
 


